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Editorial Remarks 
To produce a world class journal requires the cooperation of every stake-holder.  In our case, the 
commitment we made at the inception of the Caribbean Journal of Philosophy (CJP) in 2009 is 
to strive for the highest level of scholarship excellence.  In this regard, we have refused to 
compromise quality for the expedience of regularity of publication, even while recognizing that a 
journal needs regularity to maintain readership and patronage.  For this reason, while 
acknowledging that our contributors and journal users would wish to have us keep our promise 
of publishing twice a year, we have decided to get it right, publish first rate essays, than publish 
weak essays.  This is why our Volume 2 No 1 of 2010 is just being published now.  But we wish 
to assure our contributors and journal users that we will strive for better regularity going forward. 
While we cannot itemize the challenges faced, it suffices to say that a number of administrative 
factors beyond the control of the editors of the journal (which we cannot itemize here) have 
impacted our capacity to meet the release deadlines we had set ourselves – biannual issues!  
Going forward, to reduce the time and effort devoted to processing essays for the journal, we 
anticipate that our contributors will continue to pay meticulous attention to the editorial 
requirements – regarding citation format, page and line presentation, spacing, and bibliographic 
formatting system – which are indicated in our Author Guidelines.  It is especially important 
that our essay contributors present their works in a consistent form using the Chicago Manual of 
Style (also known as the K. L. Turabian) system for writers. 
Apart from the time it took to streamline presentations submitted in various formats, there was 
another distraction that delayed the issuance of this volume.  This had to do with the fluidity of 
staffing situation in the home department of the Journal within the University of the West Indies 
system, which affected the overall time-line.  It is our hope that, as things stabilize, going 
forward, these matters will not continue to negatively impact the production timelines of the 
Journal.  In this regard, we wish to thank our technical support team, especially Mr. Sean 
Newman, the editors and consulting editors for their reliable assistance and continued support, 
even when it required them to squeeze Caribbean Journal of Philosophy (CJP) reviews and 
activities related to its production into their already tight schedules. 
Without much ado and, as a mark of gratitude to our valued colleagues who have contributed to 
this volume, we ask that you enjoy the volume, while hoping for your usual feedback to help us 
continue to improve our (your) journal in quality of content and presentation.  We also look 
forward to publishers sending books for review to the editors, as well as to our colleagues for 
contributions of critical notices and discussion of issues of interest in response to essays 
published by Caribbean Journal of Philosophy (CJP) or in other academic media. 
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